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Arrears of internal
are redeemable at the pleasure of
»sum wmted were next issued ; but no offers were
duties and direct tax
the Government, making, together
20,286 231 45 , received. The causes of the fai’ure, it may be prees, and incidental re
— t sumed, were, the low rate of interest, and short peceipts,
JAMES K. REMICH.
98,886 29
The residue of the public debt, contracted suose- |‘ riods of redemption held out by the act, in conjuncRepayments of ad
qnently to t he first of January 1812, and amounting-; tion with an acti- ity in the commercial and manuConditions—§1 50 per annum, if paid in the vances made in the
to 60 689,306 27, exists in the following portions, |1 factoring operations of the country, affording higher
course of the first six months. §2 00 if not paid un- War Department, for
and is redeemable at the following periods, viz :
|j inducements to the investment 'of capital. This
Rafter the expiration of the year. And no papers ^r“\h7
In 1826, being the residue unpaid
! mode of dealing with thfe debt, whereby, through
,
of loans made in 1 él3
16,270,797 24 ■' the instrumentality of new loans, stock at a high indiscontinued until al) arrearages are paid.
1816,
t
41,758 60
Ih 1827, being rhe residue unpaid
1 terest is converted into stock at a reduced interest,
Loan under the act
of loans made in 1814
13,096,542 90j-i and whereby, also, the extinguishment of the prin
___
MOTAIb treasury report. of May%26, 1824,
5.000,000
00
In 1828, being the residue unpaid
cipal is made to fall in payments as nearly equal as
And the actual receipts into the
of loans made in 1815
9,490,099 10 may be, throughout a given number of years, is evi
Treasury Department,
Treasury during the fourth quarter
The stock of the foregoing pordently advantage us to the public ; since it not only
22d Dec. 1825.
of the year, are estimated at
5,100.000 00 ' tions oi the debt is all at 6 per cent.
lessens the national expenditure, on account of in
Sir : I have the honor to transmit a Report,
In 1829. stock at 4 12 per cent,
terest, but guards against the possible accumulation
Making the total estimated re
prepared in obedience to the “ Act supplementary
being the moiety of6 per cent, stock
of money in the Treasury, in years, when it might
ceipts
into
the
Treasury,
during
the
to the act to establish the Treasury Department ’’
of 1813, exchanged under the act of
t remain inact ve, towards -he progressive
I -Q —. reduction
. »WWVUVli
I have the honor to be, with great respect, Sir, year 1825,
26,781,444 56 Congress of March 3d, 1825
>
of
the debt
792,569 44
And, with the balance in the
jour obedient servant,
, In 1830. stock at 41-2 per cent,
As it is a mode fully sanctioned by Congress
Treasury on the 31st December,
RICHARD RUSH.
being rhe othcr mqjety exchanged as
heretofore, it is respectfully recommended on this
1824, of
The Hon. the Speaker
1,946,597 13 last above staled
792,569 44 occasion, that an Act be passed at an earlv day of
of the House of Representatives.
In 1831. .i-. \ at 5 per cent. This
the session, giving authority to borrow 9 000 000 of
Ah aggregate c,f
38,72k,041 69 is one fciiird o< the sum of 56 70-1 77,
dollars aft an nicercst not exceeding rive pet vent*
The
expenditures
during
the
three
I issued in exchange for the six per
In obedience to th€ ‘-y . ¿.lions ui the Act suppleredeemable in equal portions, in 2829 and 1830, in
first
quarters
of
the
year
1825,
are
•??intar\- to the Act entitled “ An act to establish
( cents, of 1813^ 1814, and 1815, suborder that the Treasury maybe enabled to pa cffa
estimated
to
have
amounted
to
» scribed under the Act of the 20th of
Tthe Treasury Department,” passed on the 10kh of
in 1826, the entire remaining am uut of the six per
20 190 979 91
. April, 1822
May, 1800, the Secretary of the Treasury has th©
18,901 5'9 cent stock of 1813, redeemable in that year
In 1832, stock at 5 per cent, being
honor to submit to Congress the following Report.
millions,
means
. with the
-, disposable
•
■- - which
- — h t.ie j
Viz
one other third part of the sum sub
v"'
1. Of the Public Revenue and Exfienditure of the
ury will probably have at cemmand. -i; 1826 it is beCivil, diplomatic,
scribed,
as
last
«bove
stated
18,901 59 lieved, will form a sum commensurate wi ■ u -hij ob~
years 1824 and 1825.
and miscellaneous
2,098,523 16
In 1832, stock at 4 12 per cent.,
ject., Five per cent. i s a amed, as the m i iximum of
There being no direct taxes, of any kind, duties
Military service, in
borrowed
of
the
Bank
of
the
United
interest; and Considering the short per •ds of reof excise, or other internal duties, in operation un cluding fortifications,
States,
one
half
to
pay
the
Florida
demption, it is not probable that the l an :ould be
der the authority of the United States, the public ordnance, Indian de Claims; the other half to pay off
obtained at a lower rate. The contin en__ _ 4lie
revenue, by their existing laws, arises almost en 1 partment, Revolu
the 6 per cents, of 1812, under the
money market might, indeed, produce more fa
tirely from duties upon foreign merchandize im tionary and military
Act of Congress of May 26, 1824
10,000,000 00 able offers ; btr these are not to be conn ed upon
ported, and upon tonnage, and from the sale of the pensions, arming the
In 1832, stock of 5 percent., un
public lands. There are other branches, from ;■ militia, and arrearawith any approach to that certainty which should
der the Act of Congress of May 15.
form the basis of such a financial operation
which small and occasional receipts are derived : as ; ges, pri< r to the first
1820
999.999 13
dividends on Bank Stock, the Post Office, advantages J of January, 1817,
Should the act in question-ije passed, it is further
4.890,310 59
In 1833, stock at 5 per cent., being
of taxes due under former laws, and other incidentrespectfully recommended that, in the event of the
Naval service, in
the
remaihing
third,
subscribed
un

loan being obtained under it, authority be given to
; payments, the aggregate of which, whether from cluding the gradual
der the Act of April 20 1822
18,901 59 issue to the holders of the stock under the third of
temporary or permanent sources, is inconsiderable, increase of the Navy,
2,127,156
37
In
1833,
stock
at
4
1
2
per
cent.,
March last, exchanged stock equal the amount of
as will appear by statements annexed to this report,
Public debt,
11,074,987 79
being one moiety of the amount sub
the subscription before stated viz. 1,589,138 88,
where all are recapitulated. The receipts from
And
the
expenditures
during
the
scribed
in
exchange
for
6
per
cent
bearing the same rate of interest as that which may
the Post Office, indeed, have of late years exceeded a
4th
quarter
are
estimated
at
stock, of 1813, under the act of May
be issued under the act proposed. The two acts
million of dollars annually ; but thL sum, exhausted }
X 3,253,000 00
26.
1824
7
2,227,363 97 wili have had precisely the same object. The
for the most part in defraying the expenses of that ,
In 1834, stock at 4 1-2 per cent.,
second, should it succeed, will only have consumma
extensive and useful establishment, performs in this
Viz:
being the other moiety subscribed
manner the highest purposes of revenue, by contrib- ’
ted an operation which will date its inception from
Civil, diplomatic,
as last above stated
2,227,363 98 the first, It is therefore considered that it will be
uting to the intercourse, the trade, and che prosper
and miscellaneous.
445,000 00
In 1835, stock at 5 per cent., being
ity of the country.
long to a proper estimate of eood faith to place :he
Military service, in
the amount issued under the Act of
stockholders under both acts upon a footing of equalThe net revenue which accrued from duties on
cluding
fortifications,
Congress
of
Marcir
3,
1821
4,735¿96 30 >ty. Those who were willing to accede to the terms
imports and tonnage during the year 1824, amount
ordnance, Indian de
of the Government at an early day in this transac
ed to
§20,385.430 42
Total, redeemable at the periods
tion, should not be left in a worse situation than
The actual receipts into the Treasury, from all partment, Revolu
tionary
and
military
specified
•60.689 306 27 those who may have held back in the hope of better
sources, du ing the year 1824, amounted, (including
pensions,
arming
the
Total redeemable at the pleasure
offers. Let all be treated alike. It is thus that the
the loan of five millions, at 4 1-2 percent, interest, militia, and arreara
of the Government
20,296,231 45 government will exalt itself before the nation. It is
to discharge Florida claims,) ta
§24,381,212 79 ges, prior to the first
Viz :
thus that, substituting an expanded justice for the
of January, 1817,
960,000 00’
Total amount of funded debt on
Customs, ,<
mere letter ofa bargain, it will be likely to invite
§17,878.325 71
Naval service in
the first day of October, 1825
§80,985,537 72 still larger confidence in future. It is thus that it
Public. Lands,
984,418 15 ’
cluding the gradual
^Dividends on stock
The atnon ni of Treasury Notes outstanding on will ultimately be the gainer, by that connexion in
increase of the Navy,
820,000 00
|n
Rank of tfie U.
variably subsisting between the permanent interest
the first ,f October, 1825, is estimated al §16 000.
1
Ptdrfe
debt,
J
ivV
...
1,0,
8
000
00
States, arrears of in
. And £lu? a noi^t of Mississippi tkock, *u«r«dvem-' of every Government, asid its standing of unim
1
Making
the
total
estimated
expen

ternal duties and di
ed on that ciay, including award® not applied for, at peachable and spontaneous equity in the eyes of the
diture of the year 1825
23,443,979 pl §7,850 17.
public creditor.
rect taxes,z and inci
dental receipts,
Should an act for the Ioan of nine millions be nas472,937 04
Toe foregoing recapitulation exhibits the precise
And
leaving
in
the
Treasury,
on
Repayments of ad
amount of the public debt now due, as well as the sed a considerable surplus of debt at six per cent.
the
1st
of
January,
1826,
an
estimat

different periods at which, by the terms of thesev "2 Iosot‘1Ir™a*l't0 be provided for, for the service
vances made in the
ed balance of
§5,284,061 78 i eral loans under which it was contracted, the UniWar Department,
. Z• More than thirteen millions of the stock of
1814 becoming redeemable in 1827, the whole can
| ted States are at liberty to pay it off.
for services and sup
Should the expectations formed respecting the j Of the sum of 11,074,987 79, mentioned under the not be redeemed in that year but with the aid of a
plies, prior to the 1st
receipts in the fourth quarter be realized, the a- i head of expendituresfor 1825, as having been paid off loan. A loan of six millions would be sufficient, in
45,481 80
of July,jl816,
mount of the receipts for the whole year will have ! in that year, 7,727,052
Loan made under
,727,052 19, were on account of princi- all probability, for this purpose, and is accordingly
exceeded the estimate presented by the Tre^urv, i pal of the debt, &the remainder of interest during the recommended. The interest not to exceed five ner
the act of the 24th of
at
the
last
session
of
Congress,
by
about
500,000.
May, 1824, “ to pro
J 3 first quarters of the year. Nearly the whole of the cent., and the amount to be also subject to redemp
It is to be remarked,
the
above
vide for the awards
>r'n that,
A ’of
----A AT
' ’ ;estimated principal, thus paid, was out-standing at an interest tion m 1829 and 1830, in equal portions.—The effect
vv*
<
v
uiv
"uni
vi
not
balance
of
a,
284
061
78
the
sum
of
3,500,000
is
of 6 nerr-pnt T.nAKn«. «-ba
the two loans recommended, which it would be
of the Commissioners
snhipr.t
_____ _ ! of 6 percent. Looking to the above recapitulation, of
subject to annvArsviofinr,
appropriation, Koin«.
being the estimated4amount
under the treaty with
it appears that, in the years 1$26 and 1827, a larger most desirable to authorise in distinct acts, would
that will remain, on the 31st of December next, un amount of debt becomes redeemable than it will fall it is believed, be, to enable the Government to re
Spain,”
5,00’0,000 00
satisfied, of appropriations heretofore made. These within the ordinary surplus means of the Govern deem the whole of the six per cent, stock of 1813
Making, with the
appropriations being necessary for the objects for ment to pay in the course of those years, viz. a sum and 1814, in the course of 1826 and 1827. Ic would
balance in the Treas
whichlhey were severally made, are still an exist exceeding sixteen millions in the former, and thir also throw upon each of the years 1829 and 1830, an
ury on the 1st of Jan
ing charge upon the means of the Treasury. Of
uary, 1824. of
§9.463,922 81 the residuary balance’of 1,784,061 78, it is proper teen millions in the latter year,—Both these por amount of debt equal to about eight millions and a
tions of the debt, are, also, at an interest of six per half, instead of less than one million, according to
distinctly to state, that about one million cannot be
An aggregate of
§33.845,135 ou
60 counted upon in any estimate of effective funds for cent. In 1828, the amount redeemable is at a point the distribution as at present existing. The only re
which, it may be hoped, the stated means of the maining stock of six per cent would be that of 1815,
The regular and permanent expenditures of the
United States divide themselves into two principal the public service. It is nr\ade up of debts due from .1 reasury, for that year, will reach the ability to in amount, under nine millionsand a half redeema
various
banks,
whose
notes
were
received
by
the
pay off increasing as the process of reduction ad- ble in 1828. Should no unforseen expenditures abranches: First, the sums authorized by law for
vances, both
both by
by the
the increasing
increasing means
means of
of the
the nation
nation nse, and a proper economy be kept up in the public
defraying the whole expenses of the Government, Government during the suspension of specie pay- •, vances,
Domestic and Foreign, Civil, Military, and Naval ments or which were heretofore used as Banks of I and the annual liberation of interest on the amount administ’ ation, it may reasonably be hoped, as be
"
in the year 1839 only a very fore intimated, that the surplus revenue at the dis
2d. Those provided for the payment of the interest deposite ; debts, of which the recovery must, in re- j of debt reduced. But,
gard to a large part, be doubtful, and. in any case, small amount becomes redeemable, viz : less than posal of the Treasury in 1828, will be equal to the
and principal of the Public Debt.
slow. It
T may
—y be
t'" -proper
—
• ■ the
’ _ permanent
.............. J one million, and, in the year 1830, a sum no larger reimbursement of that sum. After 1830 the whole
to add, that
... ............. ", «•"'*) 414 uuc jc<ir xoou, a suiu uu lai gcr.
The actual expenditures of the nation, on all ac deposires
ph pgenerally,
’enpfiillv niadp
m Stofo
a <. ------- • j <•
° '
made in
State Banks," 1..
have rere-i At the period ot the last anqual report from the amount of debt, on the results herein assumed,
counts, during the year 1824, amounted to
| cently been withdrawn, or put iri train to be so ; t..~
! Treasury, no portion of the debt became redeemable would stand at about forty millions, full one half of
§31,898,538 47 public exigencies, which rendered it necessary the
to in either of those years ; and, with a Vvcw co a more which will be redeemable at the pleasure of the
Viz make them, in common with those on which the equal diffusion of payments,
well as to effect a Government. No portion of it will be at interest
Civil, Diplomatic,
losses above-mentioned are likely to occur, no long j saving in interest, it was recommended that the ex- exceeding five per cent, whilst the principal part
and Miscellaneous, §7,155,308 81
er
existing.
Such
portions
of
the
deposites
as
may
j cess of debt which could not, by ordinary resources will be at a rate still lower. With these views of
Military service,in
still remain in any of these institutions, will be fur [ of the Treasury, be dischargedin 1826 and 1827— the public debt, so encouraging in their bearing up
cluding fortifications,
ther withdrawn, as circumstances may render just the debt redeemable in the former year, then stand on its speedy, certain, and regular extinguishment,
ordnance, Indian De^
and expedient, until these operations are closed ; ing, at 19,000,000 —should be thrown, in equal por it is not deemed necessary to recommend at prese&t
partment, Revolu
nor will they be renewed where it may be avoida tions, upon the years 1829 and 1830. To carry this any other measures in relation to it than the two
tionary and military
ble.
pensions, arming the
recommendation into effect, so far as applied to the loans described.
It may be proper, also, to state, that directions year 1826, a loan of twelve millions was recom
militia, and arrearges
have lately been issued to all the Receivers, and mended at 5 per cent., one-half to be redeemable in Ill, Ofthe Estimate ofthe Public Revenue and Ea*
prior to the 1st of Jan
lienditure for 18^6.
Collectors of the Public Revenue, not to receive, in 1829, the other half in 1830 ; the entire twelve mil
uary, 1817,
5,270,254 34
The public revenue is derived in an amount so
any payments made to them, bank notes of any of lions being intended to constitute a fund with which,
Naval service, in
the State Banks of less amount than five dollars. In jn conjunction with the annual surplus means of the preponderating from foreign commerce that the
cluding the gradual
discountenancing a species of paper circulation 1 reasury, to pay off the nineteen millions redeema state of the latter is always to be chiefly looked to in
increase of the Navy, 2,904.581 56
deemed to be objectionable., reference was had to the ble in 1826. The principle of the recommendation every p ^spective view of the national income. As
Public Debt,
16 508,393 'Ai
authority and example of Congress upon this point, was adopted by Congress but not its precise terms. the internal business of the country has worn a char
as seen in the prohibition to the Bank of the United . An aet was passed on the 3d of March, 1825, au acter of activity & increase during the present year
Leaving a balance in the Treas
ury, on the 1st of January, 1825, of §1,946,597 13 States, and to the Banks existing in the District of thorizing an exchange of stock to the amount of so nas also its foreign trade, by that close connection
Columbia, against issuing notes of a lower denomin twelve million of dollars, at four and a half per cent., which subsists between them. The.expoi ts for the
The difference between this balance and that sta ation. To guard against all inconvenience to indi for a stock of like amount at six per cent., the latter year ending on the 30th September last, have ex
ted in the last Annual Report from the Treasury, is yiduals, from the adoption of this measure by the being so much of tile stock of 1813 as was intended ceeded ninety-two millions of dollars. The imports
reconciled by the facts, that the balance, last year, ireasury, especially in the districts where the. pub by the Act to be redeemed. The Act also authorized have exceeded ninety-one millions. Of the exports
lic lands are sold, an adequate previous notice was a loan to the same amount, and at the same rate of upwards of sixty-six millions were of domestic, and
was given as an estimated balance, subject to cor directed
to precede its enforcement.
interest, to accomplish the same object; both modes the remainder of foreign productions.
rection by actual settlement afterwards, and that it
Of the imports, upwards of eighty-six millions
not to be pursued, if either succeeded; The new
II. Of the Public Debt,
concluded the moiety of the loan of five millions,
stock ol four and a half per cent., whether proceed were in American vessels. Of the exports, up
under the act of May the 26th, 1824. which was not
The total amount of funded debt due on the first ing from the exchange or the loan, was, by the terms wards ofeighty-one millions. Considering that the
paid into the Treasury until after the first of Jan of October, 1825, was
80,985,537 72 °f the act, to be subject to redemption in 1829 and vessels of those foreign nations with which the Uni-K
uary.
1830, in equal portions. The proper measures ted States have the most extensive commercial in
The actual receipts into the Treasury during the
Of the above amount, the only
were taken to execute this Act, but have prevailed tercourse, are now placed upon a footing of equali
three first quarters of the year 1325, are estimated portion remaining unpaid, of the
only to a limited extent. The operation of ex ty as to duties and charges, of whatever kind in our
to have amounted to
§21,681,444 56 Revolutionary debt, is three per
change, which was first resorted to, took effect to ports, with the vessels of the United States, this
Viz
cents, amounting to 13,296,231 45.
the amount of 1,585,138 88 ; and this sum, divided h.eexcess of American tonnage is a signal proof
Customs,
15,196,397 0Q
This sum, and the subscription of
into
equal parts, forms the two sums that now stand otthe flourishing state « f our navigation. It may
Public Lands,
976,902 67
seven millions in the Bank of the Uin
the
general table of the debt, as redeemable in the serve to show how the efficient protection extended
Dividends on Stock
nited States, at five per cent, (the
years
1829
and 1830, whilst they have also served to it by the early laws of Congress succeeded ip es
in the Bank of the U.
United States holding an equal numI
States,
f
o
diminish,
by so much, the six per cent, stock of <tablishing it m a manner to meet and overcome all
3$7,500 0’0
ber in the shares of that institution^
j
1813; Proposals for a loan for the residue of the competition. Before the era of those laws, it is
known how this great inteHst languished j how
PUBLISHED BY
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'little able it proved, before the auxiliary hand of
Which will leave in the Treasury,
government was stretched out, to support itself on the 31st
December, 1826, after
against the established superiority and overwhelmn- satisfying all the demands of thati
ing competition which it had to face in the world. year, a surplus estimated at
4,9p,269 98
The foregoing amount of exports exceeds, by
If the remark be entitled to any attedSion, that
about seventeen millions of dollars, the average a- the recent alterations in the British laws of trade,
mount for the three years preceding. The imports have affected the importations into the United States
exceed, by about eleven millions, the same average. during the existing year by increasing their ad va
Whilst this large excess of exports during the past lorem amount, it ought not to create surprize if the
year arises chiefly from the produce of the soil, it is value of importations in 1826 should fall below those
satisfactory to know, that domestic manufactures of 1825, because, admitting that these laws served,
have lent their contribution. Of the latter, thyre on their first promulgation to enhance the price of
have been exported to the value of between five and certain enumerated commodities in the markets of
six millions of dollars. This is an excess of eight Europe, it is not probable that this effect of them
hundred thousand dollars over those exported in will be either extensive or permanent. One of
1824. The progressive increase in this branch of their main provisions is known to consist in a reduc
industry is naturally ascrbable to the new tariff.
tion of the duties upon a list of articles manufactured
The effects of the tariff upon the course of our in the different, countries of Europe, as well as in
foreign trade, in other respects, have, as yet, been Britian. But the most important articles of this list
but very partially disclosed. More time r*ust elapse were already so thoroughly established in the manu
before such a body of successive facts can be pre factories of Britian, as to be beyond the reach of
sented under it as may lay a foundation for confident competition from abroad. Hence the privilege of
conclusions. The law itself, by the terms of its introducing them there, and especially to any large
enactment, has not yet come into full operation in extent, meaning for consumption in Britian, (with
all its parts, and the returns in possession of the out here alluding to her warehousing system,) must
Treasury are not yet complete, even for the short prove in the end to be nominal rather than real.
period during which its principal provisions have Among the list are seen fabrics of woolen, of cotton,
had any efficacy. One thing seems apparent; that of linen, of hardw.are ; and the new scale of duties is
its effect, up to the present period, has not been to to have added to them, in every case, the amount of
diminish the general aggregate of the foreign trade, any interna,! excise duty previously existing, or
of the country. In estimating the value of the which may at any time afterwards be imposed, up
importations for the last year, it is probable that on the same articles when manufacturedin England.
even an increase will be found to have taken place The forecast of that country, in all that relates to
in some articles on which the duties were raised ; as the interest of her manufactures, justifies the belief,
in fabrics of cotton, and in several articles compo that she will not fail to conciliate the continued pro
sed of iron ; whilst in other articles of this last ma tection of them, with whatever other abrogations
terial, as well as in some articles composed of wool, she may engraft upon her commercial code, either
a decrease will be observable. But a fact challen in relation to the other nations of the world, or to
ges notice that can scarcely have been without its her own dependencies Tn whatever part of it*
operation upon our importations during the commer
(The remainder next week.)
cial year just closed. It is, the extend' e changes
that were announced in March last in the Tariff of
Great Britian. The trade of that country exerts
such an influence upon the trade of other countries,
that any impoYfant alterations, in the former must
NINETEENTH CONGRESS..............FIRST SESSION.
always be likely to effect, to a greater or less extent,
the markets of Europe and of the commercial
SENATE.
world. The larger admissjon into England which
MONDAY, DEC. 26.
the above changes authorized, of the cpmmodities
Mr. John Randolph, elected a Senator from
of other countries, heretofore positively or virtually
excluded for ages, from her ports, must have effect the State of Virginia, presented his creden
ed the prices of a portion at least, of those commod tials, took the oath of office and his seat.
ities^ by the prospect of a new vent thus suddenly
The Chair communicated a report from the
opened to.them. This is known to have been the
case in regard to some commodities, the duties upon Secretary of the Navy, together with a print
which were lowered by the British tariff, which ed volume containing the proceedings of the
commodities are also amongst those imported from Court Martial and Court of Inquiry relating
Europe into the United States. It is presumable
that it may have been the case in regard toothers to Commodore Porter, pursuant to a resolu
less distinctly known. Hence the additional value tion of the Senate of the 14th instant.
Mr. Findlay presented the memorial of the
of foreign merchandise imported into the United
States during the pastyear, cannot, in all cases, be Chamber ,of Commerce of the city of Phila
taken as the true measure of an additional quantity, delphia, praying that the revenue laws in re
the laws of the United States requiring the value of
foreign articles to be fixed at the port of exporta lation to brandy and distilled spirits be so
tion, and at the time of exportation. These changes modified as to allow of their importation in
in the British laws of trade, operating simultane casks of less capacity than 90 gallons. Re
ously with the new tariff at its commencement, in ferred.
crease the difficulty of ascertaining at' this juncture
Mr* Smith presented the memorial of the
the exact effects of the latter, even for a single year,
npon the course of the foreign trade of the United citizens of Baltimore, praying that the duty
States.
on imported dried fish be reduced to 15 cents.
The importations for the year being as large, and
On motion of Mr. Ruggles, the Committee
provisions of the new tariff mainly attaching to of Claims was discharged from the further
them, a corresponding amount of revenue will arise
fr^m ibis source, during the year. Accordingly, the consideration of the petition of the Revolution
gross amohnt of duties accruing npon imports and ary Officers, praying indemnification for the
¿nnnage, from the first of January to the thirtieth of loss sustained by the depreciation of curren
September last, is estimated at twenty-five millions cy, and the petition was transferred to the se
five hundred thousand dollars. The gross amount
that will probably accrue for the whole year, is es lect committee appointed on that subject.
The Senate then spent some time in the con
timated at thirty-one millions. Should this amount
prove to be correct, it will exceed, by six millions of sideration of Executive business, and then ad
dollars the amount which has accrued during any journed.
one year since the excessive importations that im
mediately followed the war: viz, those of 1815 and
TUESDAY, DEC. 27.
1816.
In estimating the clear revenue that may be ex
The resolution offered yesterday by Mr.
pected to arise from the duties of the year, the Lloyd was taken up and agreed to.
amount of them, to be drawn back on exportations
Mr. Holmes, from the Committee on Fi
of a portion of the articles on which, they have ac
crued ; the losses that may happen, and the ex nance, reported a bill supplementary to an
pense of collection,, are all to be taken into consider act for enrolling and licensing vessels engaged
ation. The duties secured by bond during one year, in the coasting trade and fisheries.
are chiefly payable in the year that follows. A por
Mr. Holmes, from the same Committee, re
tion is payable in the same year ; but this is gene
rally counterbalanced by the portion that also be ported a bill to provide for the seizure and
comes payable in the next year, on the importations sale of property brought into the United
of that year. It will be more than counterbalanced, States in violation of the revenue laws, in cer
if the importations prove greater, and will not be tain cases.
met if they prove less. Deberiture certificates for
Both bills were ordered to a second reading.
payment of drawback, being demandable at any
Mr. Mills presented a petition of Richard
time within a year after the importation of the arti
cles intended to be exported, the number and W. Meade, relative to certain claims on the
amount of them» chargeable upon the accruing du Spanish Government; and, on his motion, it
ties of the year, can never be accurately foreknown.
The Debentures issued during the three first quar was referred to a select committee, by the
ters of the present year amounted to $4,489,710 29. casting vote of the chair—th® ayes being 16,
This is more, by 1,537,710 99, than those issued du and the noes 16.
ring the corresponding period of the preceding year.
A letter was communicated to the Senate,
Tfie amount of those outstanding on the 30th of by the Vice President, from , Commodore
September last, and chargeable upon the revenue
of 1826, was 1,858,315 64, which is more, by 854,- Porter, asking for the expression of an opinion
313 64. than was chargeable on the same day,, in by that body, on the charges and censures
1824, upon the revenue of 1825.
contained in the communications of Messrs.
The athount of duty bonds in suit on the 30th Sep Thomas Randall and John Mountain, made
tember last, was $2,987,347 22, which is 92,791 98, at the last session.
more than was in suit on the same day in the year
preceding.
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2o*
Deducting from the foregoing statements, the con
clusions and probabilities that may at present seem
The Senate proceeded, as in Committee of
warrantable, the receipts for 1826 are estimated as the whole, to consider the bill “ supplementa
follows,:viz :
ry to an act, for enrolling or licensing ships or
From Customs,
24,000,000 00
vessels to be employed in the Coasting Trade
From Public Lands.1 000,000 00
and Fisheries, and for regulating the same.”
From Bank Dividends,
385,000 00
From Miscelleaneous
Postponed to Monday.
and incidental receipts,
115,000 06

States aegislattire

IfH
<

THURSDAY, DEC, 29.

Making an aggregate of
25,500,000 00
The session of the Senate was chiefly occu
The expenditures of they ear are es-i
timated as follows, viz :
pied in executive business, Mr. Lloyd, of
Civil, Miscellaneous,
Mass, made a few remarks, on'motion by Mr.
and diplomatic,
2,032,454 6Z6
Mayne to refer the proceedings in the case
Military service, inclu
ofCom. Porter to the Naval committee, in
ding fortifications, ord
explanation of the part he had taken in the
nance, Indian Depart
ment, Revolutionary and
business;—and a resolution was offered by
military pensions, arm
Mr. Johnson of Ky. to extend the time for
ing the militia, and ar
locating Virginia Military Land Warrants.
rearages, prior to the
1st January, 1827,
5,525,662 55
Naval service, inclu
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ding the gradual in
TUESDAY, DEC. 27.
crease of the Navy,
3,025.612 31
Mr.
Bradley,
of
Vermont,
presented a me
Public Debt,
10,000,000 00
Making together
----- '
20,584.730 00 morial of the Legislature of Vermont, pray

ing for an alteration in the place of holding

the Circuit Court of the United States, which j cd a majority of votes on this ballot, wa?
declared elected.
was referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Wheeler, previous to taking the chair,
The resolution offered by Mr. Wurtz, of
Pennsylvania, some days since, as a modifi made the following remarks :
cation of that offered by Mr. Dwight, on the
Gentlemen,—On my re-election to this distin
subject of the recent losses in the Custom guished station, I cannot express the gratitude I feel for
House Department, was still further modified, your favorable opinion. My short experience has
taught me the importance of the duties you have asand after some discussion was finally agreed signed me, and my best endeavors shall not be wantto.
ing to discharge them with candor and fidelity. I re.
A resolution offered by Mr. Mitchell, of ly with confidence upon your intelligence and advice
Tennessee, was agreed to, referring it to the to aid mein their performance, and anxiously desire
Committee on Indian Affairs to consider the* that the just expectations of our constituents ma^ be
realized in our legislative labors, and trust that our
subject of removing the tribes of Indians in efforts will be faithfully directed to the prompt des
the United States, to the West of die Mississip patch of the business that may come before us. With
pi, and giving to them the form and privileges these feelings and sentiments, I accept the important
trust reposed in me.
of a territorial government.
A committee was then appointed to collect
On motion of Mr. Mercer, a select Commit
tee was appointed to consider so much of the the votes for a Secretary, who reported that
Message of the President of the United the whole Dumber of votes was 13, necessary
States, as relates to the suppression of the to make a choice 7 ; Nathaniel Low, of Port
land, had 7, and was declared to be elected,
Slave Trade.
Mr. Test, of Indiana, introduced a resolu and after being qualified entered on the du
tion, which lies on the table for further con ties of his office.
Mr. John Merrill was re-elected Messenger
sideration, in relation to the expediency of
establishing a general system of Internal Im without opposition.
HOUSE.
The Committee appointed to
provement, with a fund to be raised from the
receive,
sort
and
count the votes for Speaker,
sale of public lands.
Several messages were received from the 1 reported the whole number of votes to be 141 ;
President, one in answer to the resolution of j John Ruggles, of Thomaston, had1 78 ; Timo
—
Mr. Owen relative to the instructions given to [ thy Boutelle, of Waterville, 61 ; scattering 2.
Generals Pinckney and Jackson, as to the ! John Ruggles, Esq. having received a major
treaty with the Creek Indians at Fort Jack- ity of the votes was declared elected Speaker
son, another with portions of the correspon of the House. He addressed the House as
dence between the United States and Great follows, and then entered upon the duties of
Britian in relation to the Slave Trade, called his station.
for by Mr. Forsyth; and the third communi
Gentlemen,—I tender you my most respectful
cating the secret message of Mr. Jefferson, acknowledgements of the honor you have just‘confercalled for by Mr. Trimble. The last mes red ,npon me. The favorable opinion, which has again called me to preside over the deliberations ot so
sage, being confidential, was deliberated on able, intelligent, and respectable a body of freemen,
with closed doors.
as compose this branch of the Legislature of Maine,
excites my warmest gratitude ; and I shall feel myself

particularly fortunate, should I succeed in so discharg28.
the arduous and important duties you have assign
On Motion of Mr. Tomlinson, of Con. it ing
ed me, as to merit your countenance and support
was
We have assembled, Gentlemen, at a period in the “
Resolved, That the Committee on the Terri history of our country, which exhibits, in the increas
tories be instructed to inquire into the expe ed and increasing prosperity of a free & happy people,
diency of providing by law that sales of land, the most gratifying proofs of the wisdom of represen
tative government ; and it behoves us to endeavor
for the non-payment of taxes, laid thereon by that we do not derogate from the high character our
authority of . the Territorial Governments, State has already achieved ; but rather add something
shall not be made in a shorter period than one to the examples of wisdom, intelligence and virtue af
year after such taxes shall have become pay forded us by preceding legislative councils. And may
able ; that two years shall be allowed for re we not rely with confidence upon the aid of a Divine
Providence in so directing our deliberations, that they
demption, upon payment of a penalty not ex may all tend to promote the best interests of the State,
ceeding fifty per centum on the amount of the and advance the public prosperity and happiness.
tax ; and that the Commissioner of the Gene
On motion of Mr. Chase of Livermore, it
ral Land Office, or other proper officer of the was ordered that the Rules and Orders of the
Government, residing at the City of Washing House for 1825, be considered the rules of
ton, be authorized to receive such tax and this House till others are adopted.
penalty from non-resident proprietors and f On motion of Mr. Cobb, of Durham, a com
required to deposite the same in Bank to the mittee was appointed to invite the several
credit of the proper Territorial officer, and clergymen of the town of Portland, to officiate
to make him quarterly returns of the sums ps Chaplains to the House during the session,
thus deposited.
tn rotation according to seniority.
An inquiry was ordered relative to the late
On motion of Mr. Eveleth, of Windham, a
fire and who was to blame.
committee was appointed to agree with some
person to draw Bills and Resolves for the
Thursday, dec. 29.
members of the Legislature during the ses
Mr. Cook, of Illinois, laid on the table an sion.
amendment which he proposes to Mr. M’Thursday—The committee appointed to
Duffie’s resolutions relative to the election of wait on the clergymen of the town and invite .
President and Vice-President. Mr. M’Duffie them to officiate as chaplains to the House,
reported some resolutions as to certain alter reported that they had respectively accepted
ations in the Flouse, for the purpose, of making the invitation.
it more suitable for deliberations, which were
The Committee appointed to employ a
laid on the table until this day. They ap Door-Keeper and Page to the House, report
pear to be judicious and well adapted to the ed that they had agreed with Major Thomas
object in view. Two or three other resolu Baker for the performance of these duties.
tions of minor importance were offered.
Mr. Boutelle from the committee who had
been appointed to prepare a set of rules and
orders for the government of the House, re
ported a new set of rules, which after consid
PORTLAND, JAN. 6, 1825.
erable discussion and some amendment, were
adopted.
Organization of the Legislature.
The Clerk was directed to procure three
Wednesday, the 4th insf. being the day fix
hundred copies of the rules and orders to be
ed by the Constitution for the meeting of the
printed for the use of the members.
Legislature of this State, a quorum of both
An order passed the Senate on Wednesday,
Houses assembled in their respective cham
fixing the time at which the Senate should
bers, at ten o’clock'on that day, and proceed
meet, while there shall be two sessions a day,
ed to organize.
at 9 o’clock in the morning, and 3 o’clock in
Mr. Green, of Topsham, called the mem
the afternoon, except on Mondays, when the
bers of the Senate to order and presided at
time of meeting in the morning shall be at 10
the board till the President was elected;
o’clock.
In the House, the members were called to
order by Col. Chase, of Livermore, and Rev.
MAU AUTZOXiSS
Allen. H. Cobb, of Durham, was called to the
chair, and presided till the officers of the
FROM WASHINGTON, DEC. 26.
blouse were elected.
“ The President to day, nominated to the
The usual messages having been transmit Senate John Sargeant, of Philadelphia, and
ted between the two Houses, and between Mr. Anderson, the present minister to Co
the respective Houses and the Governor, the lombia, as Commissioners to Panama. The
two Houses met in convention in the Repre nomination was accompanied with a message,
sentatives’ chamber, when the Governor, at which, though not made public, is so freely
tended by the. Council, the Secretary and spoken of, as I presume to have little secrecy
Treasurer of State, and the Sheriff* of Cum about it. It is said to be argumentative and
berland, came in and administered the oaths elaborate in vindication of the measure. As
required by the Constitution to qualify the the House of Representatives must act upon
members of the Legislature to enter on the the subject by an appropriation for the sala
duties of the session. Prayer was then offer ries, &c. the Senate have laid the nominations
ed by Rev. Mr. Wiley, of the Methodist Soci on the table for the present, and they will
ety in this town. The Houses having sepa not be acted upon until the other house give
rated proceeded to the choice of officers.
an expression of opinion.
Senate. The committee appointed Jo col
“Judge Rochester, of Rochester, N. Y. the
lect the votes for President, reported that the Circuit Judge of that District,, is nominated as
whole number of votes was thirteen ; that Jo Secretary of Legation.
nas Wheeler had 6, Robert P* Dunlap 4, Josi
ah Stebbins, 2, and Reuel Williams 1. No
PHILADELPHIA, DEC. 27.
choice. Second ballot, whole number 13 ;
Within the last two weeks, no less than six
Jonas Wheeler had 7, Robert P. Dunlap 4, highway robberies in the country immediate
Reuel Williams l,*and Joseph Prime 1. Jo ly around Philadelphia, have been announnas Wheeler, Esq. of Camden, having receiv- Iced in our papers* In adding another to the
WEDNESDAY, DEC.
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,t, We think it is obvious, that an organized

’''■'''^remarks:*"84''! mg is prowling around the environs of the
ty.—‘-On Friday night last about 11 o’clock,
a farmer with his wagon was on his way
the city, with produce for the market, on
e Frankford road, he was stopped by three
..... -----__________
endeavors ¿¡^Husperadoes^
one of _________
them a black
man, who
¿J'^^anded his money, and threatened in case
‘ PtifoiJaUr 3nle,ligence2i non compliance, to take his life. One man
stations of ourand anxioils^^
Worses by the head, while another
8’sl’t>ve labors.',?,11'’'^ood
’’1’'1 near the front wheel. The farmer aim'bfully directea to°th
a blow, with a stout whip, at the head of
^ssthat niay come bvillain nearest him, but before he could
^■>aiment3,1 accept the ¡^»der effectual, he was struck from behind
, ,v
,
-itha cudgel so violently, that he fell in the
1 s b]en appoint^V.;agon senseless. In this situation he was
ecretary w|10repj^
pocket book, which fortu■>C 7° x°ieS W?1S 13 nee ,ate^ contained nothing but a one dollar
* > Nathaniel
of the Lombard and Protection Bank.
L was declared to h)’|V hen his recollection returned he found his
> Qualified entered on ?orses had started, and proceeded a mile near'• .
r the city. The bruise caused by the blow
JT111 was re-elected Me^ as 80 severe’ ^at
was °bligcd to obtain
' Aedical assistance, and was unable to attend
1 he Committee apD0;
market the next day.
d count the votes for L Since the above was in type, another occurnumber of votes to rnce ca^s for notice* On SundaJr evening, aThomaston, had 78 ^out 8 °’c^oc^
Yeomans Gillingham, of
Waterville ci.
rankford, was returning home from the city
'sq. having received a
P1*0^®88 was for a moment arrested
was declared elected vYtvvo persons, one of whom presented apisHe addressed the H
an^ demanded his money. Mr. Gillingn entered unon thoram’nstandy gave whip to his horses, and
Proceeded half a mile, when a part of the walender yoo mv mn<( on gave way. Mr. G. got out, and while
Of the honor you have wtogaged In rePalrlng
tw0 men came UP’ et>e favorable opinion, w&^re<^
cause of the accident and offered
reside over the deliberationsfssistance, he related all that had passed,
,d hres?^cta^e a k°dy of fene of them asked him—44 if they ; had taken
t"cratit
Ije^ls,ature ofoliis money” to which he answered in the negate, should 1 sue«',A Pist0> W®S
F™se^d at
1 important duties youfe>ad by one, and a knife by the other. Mr.
^our countenance and supporthbingham struck the former on the arm with
ed, Gentlemen, ata periods whip, out of which the pistol dropped,
try, which exhibits» in the®Ie then gave battle to the other, and suepZfsohbe wisd“a&ed^d in Wi’eS,tin.S fe'u
hLS 6JaSp’
and it behoves us to fe scffide ensued’ ln whrch Mr* G s’ hand was
date from the high charaZut* At one time, he was on his knees, both
fieved ; but rather add so^is adversaries pressing on him with great vigdsdom, intelligence andvitfer. He succeeded in beating off the two vilys^gidativecouncbs. Aj^ins and reached Frankford with the knife
ihdtnceupon theaidofak
nnw«;on
ectmg our deliberations,^!* hlS PossesslOD’
lote the best interests ofthtfe
lie prosperity andjiappfe On Tuesday morning a milk cart was stopfr. Chase of Livern®ed in g°mg int0 Philadelphia, and the girl
the Rules ancl Orders^0 drove it robbed of seventy five cents !

)e considered the rulti

.

lers are adopted.
The Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal of the
ff. Cobb of Durham ati8t^ u^ta gbres the particulars of another
nted to’invite the n‘ghway robbery near that city, being the
own of Portland too^n^1 diat ^as occurred in that neighborhood
Hlouse during
tat three wwte ! A young gening to seniority.
cman who was in the habit of riding every
lr. Eveleth ofWiWornmg for the benefit of his health, was at■pointed to agree ml^cked ab(?ut 8 °’c.lock °,n Tuesday “»’feg by
Sills and Resolves fittnan w'Jh ? mask
drag§ed fr0JPl,hls h°’’se
Legislature durin^thfnd robbed of a silver watch. 1 he robber
legislature uurm0,nly had a walking canP. whjch he threatened
■, o use if his demands were not complied with,
____
r
te committee appoint
pmen of the town a»U
new-orlEans, nov. 29.
is c ap ains o e t
vessels in our port hoisted their colr had respectively aw
yesterdayi at haff mastj as a mark of re.

. . ,
iipect to the memory of the honorable Wilte appointed to
Gra late of fe
deceased.
I Page to the House,??
’
___
agreed with Major Jb
Buenos Ayres paper of the 2d ult* has
•formance of thesedate^ foUowi
paragraph.
rom the committee w u
phenomenon occurred about two
3 prepare a set °D®montbs ago in the surburb of this city, which
vernment of the H°®we think worthy of being stated. A woman
of rules, which ato coab0ut 40 years of age, who had had no offand some amendnaentjfgpping for fourteen years, has brought forth,
,at one birth, four male infants, who are still
; directed to procure yjvee qqIe mother is in an obscure and inf the rules and
condition in life.
e of the members.
‘
-----d the Senate on Wette
providence, dec. 30.
which the Senates! The scarcity of money has been severely
I shall be two sessions ¡¡'felthere for the last fortnight. We undere morning, and 3 oWstaiul, however, that the U. S. Branch Bank
cept on Mondays, ^has discounted over $50,000 within the last
n the morning shall Mweek, and other’banks have now commenced
^Miscounting with considerable spirit. Diviwill also be paid out next week to the
AH
amount, of about forty thousand dollars by
— -------- --—-^ithree banks. The pressure upon the busi’rom Washington, DEC, ness community here may now be considered
it to day, nominalW
removing.
rgeant, of Philadelpl®
H
he present minister io
augusta, (maIneL) pec. 31.
issioners to Panama.j
WATERVILLE MEETING.
ccompanied with a®» Notwithstanding the bad travelling, we unot m *le public, is so>fgerStand the Internal improvement Meeting at
resume to have littte^Waterville was well attended. We are inid to be arg'umenta^jorrped, that the Hon. Bryce M’Lellan, of
[ication of the meas0
was chairman, and N. P. Norton,
presentatives mustachEsq. of Waterville, Secretary. Resolutions
appropriation for ^were adopted, expressive of the importance of
te have laid the note51 improving the navigation of the river ; a comthe present, anWmittee was appointed to draft a memorial to
n until the other hote^ongress, applying for assistance in opening
Djnion,
, a road to Quebec, and in improving the navister of Rochester^'Ration of the Kennebec river.

part of the property was given up and con
demned. Afterwards a quantity of sword
blades was found on board, which being con
Saturday, January 7, • is26.
traband, and the vessel being bound into Cal
lao, were considered good grounds of con
Latest from Smyrna and Greece.
By the schr. Lucinda, arrived at,New-York demnation of theAmerican part of the cargo
on Sunday from Smyrna, the editors of the N. and the vessel.
The ships A lfred, Smith, of Boston ; Friend
Y. Daily Advertiser received the Oriental
Spectator to 20th Oct. and a letter from their ship, Osgood, of Salem ; and brig Potomac,
correspondent of that date. The letter states, of New-York, had been taken up by the gov
that “ The Greeks have done nothing this ernment, and sailed about the first week in
campaign, and the Turkish fleet is expected September for Africa, as transports.
The frigate United States, Com. Hull, was
soon to arrive in the Morea with 15 or 20,000
men. It likewise mentions a rumor by an in Chorillós bay. The U. S. ship Peacock,
English frigate just arrived, that the Greeks Capt. Jones, sailed last of September for
had gained a victory over the Turks at Trip Guayaquil—all in good health on board both
vessels.
olizza.
Commercial letters say that thè late glut of
The Oriental Spectator, of the 20th Oct.
states, that the Greek fleet was cruizing in the Flour had depressed that article as low as
natwo of Candia,
vauuhi, ctuu
uiu enures
waters
and aisu
also uu
on the
shores ui
of six dollars, since which the stock having been
Peloponnessus, waiting for the expedition reduced to about 20,000 barrels, the market
from Egypt. Hydra was well fortified, and ^ad gradually recovered, and the holders not
\ ,A considerable body of Ro-! expecting speedy arrivals, it had advanced to
on her guard.
Beru ana Chili however both being
meliotcs had been taken into service for her
by the Greeks. The editor says, the Turks good wheat countries, much will depend on
at Tripolizza were reduced by famine, and their growing “crops*—Good Shirting Cotton
were dreadfully butchered by the Greeks; has paid Weil at some of the ports.—Tar not
but pretends they had agreed to a capitula much wanted, but none at market.—Flour at
tion, which not being signed, was broken by Valparaiso the middle of August, $5,50 per
the Greeks.
He also mentions that the bbl. on board.—At Guayaquil about the mid
Greeks had made a descent at Clazomene in dle of July from $4 to 10, accoridng to quali
reta^, Qhd about 6000 bbls in market.
the night, and carried off 200 sheep ; and that ty?
30 persons were dying every day of the —Cocoa per cargo, 5 a 6 scarce.
Ib.
plague at Navarine. The Egyptian expedi-4
DEDICATION.
lion, he says, was to leave Alexandria on the
1 he Dedication of the new' meeting-house,
20th Oct. The Greeks have sent 60 Arab
prisoners to Egypt, by a Spanish vessel, with erected by the Congregational church and so
ciety in South Berwick took place on Thurs
out ransom.
The Lucinda spoke, on the 9th Nov. off the day last.—Introductory prayer was offered
island of Sicily, an Austrian brig from Alex- and sMect portions of Scripture read by Rev.
dria for Leghorn, the captain of which inform Mr. Clary. Dedicatory prayer by Rev.
ed, that four days before he sailed, which 1 Mr. Burt. Sermon by Rev. Mr. Campbell,
was on the 19th of Oct. a Turkish fleet of 120 and concluding prayer by Rev. Mr. Porter.
sail, consisting of frigates, fire-ships and trans Between each of these services’ appropriate
ports, with 30,000 troops on board, sailed for and impressive sacred music was performed,
and of a superior character. The union and
the Morea.
pe rseverance exhibited in the erection of this
commodious and neat place of worship prom
- FROM BATATIfl.
The Salem Observer of Saturday contains ise much good to the cause of religion in Soiuth
Dover. (N. H.) Republican.
the following letter from Messrs. Shillaber & Berwick.
Co. to their friends in Salem, dated Batavia,
Professor Anthon of New York declared
September 24th.
4 Since our last of the 3d and 10th, no event lately in one of his lectures at the college
of consequence has occurred in the affairs of chape] that in his next lecture “ he would
this Island.—No battle has been fought be prove that Romulus was not the founder of
tween the contending parties. Gen. Van Rome ! and that the Eternal City existed cen
Gein moved out of Samerang 8 days since, turies previous to his birth.”
with the forces under his command, and offer
ed battle to a body of about 10 or 12,000 in
Mmeutal.
surgents—they declined and retired ; the
General wag not iir sufficient three to follow.
MARRIED—In this town on Thursday last, by
What will be the event of these troubles we the'Rev. N. H. Fletcher, Mr. William Leavit, of
cannot anticipate, but think it not improbable Alfred, to Miss Mary Littlefield, of this town.
In Kennebunk-Port, by the Rev. G. Cook, Mr.
the rebels will be wearied and starved to their
Clement Huff, to Miss Mary C. Tibbets, of
home—they show no energy or system, al Boothbay.
though they are collected in two large bodies.
At Deerfield, Mr. Rufus GUNN, to Miss Betsey
Reports say General De Rock, who is at BALL, both of Deerfield.
Djocjocarta (80 miles interior of Samarang)
will move upon the largest body of rebels on
one side, and Gen. Van Gein upon the other,
ancl compel them to action-—-the ever.1 will
At Machias, Mrs. Balch, wife of H. G. Balch, Esq.
High Sheriff of the County.
probably be decisive.
In Worcestor Gaol, on Tuesday, Mr. Thomas
No change in price of imports, and the de
Knowles, a poor debtor, aged 82. He cited his cred
mand has not increased.
itor to appear a few days since, when it was expected
Coffee remains in little or no demand, and he would take the poor debtor’s oath ; but from pre
may be quoted at $14 for prime lots—inferi vious sickness and confinement, operating on the in
or $13. The article is abundant, and flows firmities of old age, his mind was so disordered that
in plentifully, but few vessels wanting cargoes. the oath could not be administered,. His creditor was
but did not see fit to discharge him.— Teonian.
5 p. dollars would now sell at 25 to 28—none present,
At Thompson’s Island, William Miller, Esq.
in market. Doubloons $19 to $20 each.
Charge des Affaires of the U. 8. to the Republic of
We have this moment learned that the Gov Guatimala, and late Governor of North-Carolina.
In Keene, Miss Ellen Sophia Prentiss, aged 14
ernment are selling one million Guilders, Bills
on Holland, and the rate 47 to 48st. per cur years, daughter to Mr. John Prentiss, editor of the N.
H. Sentinel.
rent dollar—a very great change in the ex
In Somersworth, Miss Mary Chick, aged 22, for
change.
merly of Elliot, Me.
Yours, &c.
SHILLABER & CO.”
In Dover, Mrs. Jane Flagg, aged 47, wife of Capt.

Timber Wanted

KjSNHEBITNK,

©tsituarg.

ANTED by the Saco Iron Works Company,

good TIMBER and PLAINK of common
Wengths,
of the following kinds, viz.

WHITE OAK Timber from one to three feet
diatr°ter.
GREY ' nd BLACK do. of large size.
ROCK and WHITE MAPLE, do.
BEECH, BIRCH, and WHITE ASH, do.
PH CH and YELLOW PINE, do. large size
and thin sap.
WHI I E PINE, do. of the following dimensions ;
46 feet long, to square 12 by 16—11 by 15.
10 by 14, and 9 by 13 inches.
Seasoned WHITE ASH PLANK, 3 inches thick.
ALSO, BEECH, BIRCH, and MAPLE JOISTS;
for which Cash will be paid.
ROBERT ROGERS, Agent,
Saco, Dec. 31, 1825.
’33

AT a meeting of the Merchants and others, concerned
in the purchase and shipping of Lumber from this
District, held at Kennebunk-Port on the 26th day
of December, A. D. 1825, the following state
ment and resolve were adopted, and the subscri
bers appointed to cause the same to be made public.
HEREAS the principal part of the boards, which
’ “
have been shipped from this place for several
years past, have been unusually thin, especially at one
end, and many of them wany, thereby reducing the
value here of this important article of export, render
ing it unfit for common use in foreign markets, for
which it is principally shipped, and where the quality
is so well known and understood, that when a cargo
arrives in the West Indies, an is reported from this
place, an offer is with difficulty obtained, especially
if thicker lumber is in market at the same time ; and
if the master have a proposition to purchase, it is gen
erally at a reduced price from half to the whole of the
first cost, below lumber of fair thickness ; and not
unfrequently after a sa'e is made, and the Kimber
landed, it is thrown upon the masters hands, and a
further reduction of price is unavoidably made, arising
from the quality of the lambert when open to inspec
tion—and whereas by making the quality of the liim*
ber better, these embarrassments and losses may be
avoided, and the interests of the manufacturer of lum
ber for this market, and the shipper of the same will
be mutdally promoted by a ready sale and a fair price
both at home and abroad—Therefore, Resolved, that
from and after the first day of February next, we will
not purchase, as merchantable, any pine boards, which,
shall not be square edgedj and not less than seven
eights of an inch in thickness from end to end, when
green, and three fourths of an inch when dry—not
any joist unless both ends are of a size and square
edged.
EljPHALET PERKINS,
SIMON NOWELL,
HUGH MCCULLOCH.
SMITH & PORTER,
GREENOUGH & BODWELL^

Dec.

List of Letters
Rtmadning in the Post Office at Kennebunk3
January 1, 1826*
A . B. C.
ALLY ADAMS, Silas Abbot, Mary Jane Ayer,
, Kennebunk-Port -Thomas Boston, Capt. Elijah
Bettis, James Bird, Susan Blasdel, Sarah BickfordBracy Curtis, Jun. Charles Coulliard, Ivory Chadborn,
Olive Cousens.
D. E. F.
Joshua Dennett, G. Doussard Esq. Capt. Brig Jane,
U. S. Norih America—Hannah Emery.
G. H. I. J.
John Hilton 2, Sally Hanscom, Kennebunk-Part9
Joshua Hutchings, William Hacket, Eliza Hatch,
Charles Huff-Mr. Jefferey, William Jefferds.
K- L. M.
Lucinda Littlefield, Master of York Lodge, Mrs.
-------- Littlefield, John Lillie—James Mitchell, Jos.
G. Moody, Joanna Mayo, George Maddocks, D M«
M. H. Markoe, Eben’r. Mitchel, Hugh McCulloch,
N. O. P.
Robert Patten 2, Jacob Perkins, Daniel Fatten.
R S. T. U.
James Ross, Narcissa Robinson, Joseph Ross, Jere
miah Storer* Phineas Stevens—Joseph Thompson,
Mary Tripp, Eliza Taylor, Samuel Tarr a.
. V* W.Y. Z.
Capt. John White, brig Cadmus.
N. B. The Post Office is removed to the old brick
Stand, formerly occupied by Messrs. John U. Parsons
& Co. and recently occupied by D. Wise, Jr. & Co*
and F. A. Lord.
BARNABAS FALMER, P. M.

S

1 BALE

William Flagg, formerly of Portsmouth.

FROM RIO DE JANEIRO.
Advices from Rio to the 14th ult. have
been received at Baltimore by the schooner
Blucher. The indication of wär between
Buenos Ayres and the Emperor of Brazil were
becoming more apparent, and preparations
were making for it in every department.
The men of war were all ordered to be imme
diately ready for sea. A letter from Rio of
the 12th says, in case of hostilities, a block
ade of the River La Plata would be immedi
ately laid and strictly enforced.
These accounts direct from Brazil, confirm
the statement made a few days ago, of the to
tal defeat of the Emperor’s troops by the Pat
riots of the Banda Oriental, and add further,
that the remainder of the army generally join
ed the standard of liberty.
Bos, Gaz.

FR OM TME PACIFIC.

The ship General Smith, Captain Robinson,
has arrived at Baltimore, in 82 days from Li
ma, bringing papers and private advices to
the last of September.
Callao was still in possession of the Royal
ists, and was supposed would hold out six
months longer, not withstanding it was close
hat Disti 5
Qran(] Jury of Washington county, ly blockaded by the Peruvian squadron,,
which consisted of one frigate, one slodp of
_
,Ohio, have, presented, as a great evil, the war. two brigs and two schooners.
Adelphi^deC’’'gatherings at elections, and the constant use
Bolivar was still in Upper Peru.
PHILeeks, n° lesst^ ardent spirits, which they say result in
The ship General Brown, Copeland, and
t™0 ^„nnnfrv Wscnding the worst men to the public councils j cargo had been condemned. This vessl’s
TV, ba be™ *of the state.
I cargo was partly Spanish property and that

SHIP NEWS.
KE^EBUfiTK, MM 7.

Prime Buffalo Robes,
JÜST RECEIVED AND FOR SALE BY

GHEENOXJGS & BODWELL

r
Jan» 7<

CLEARED.

Note Lost.

Jan. 4—Brig Brutus, Emery, Demarara.
ENTERED.

Jan. 4—Sloop Packet, Grant, Boston.
MEMORANDA.

4WÌS.

OST, a note against Abiel Kelly and Alexander
Warren, payable to Samuel Gooch, or order*
and lost y me ; said note was dated about Nov. 8*
i8ai, and the amount about eighty eight dollars and
thirteen cents, u ith endorsements on the back thereof*
the last of which was five dollars, dated May 7th*
1825«
Should any one find said Note, they shall be satis
factorily rewarded by returning it to me. And I here
by forbid all persons from purchasing Said Note, as the
payment has been stopped.
THOMAS LOW.
Kennebunk, Dec. 30^ 1825,

L

Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. previous to 21st, Sabat,
Emery, Aquin.
At Grand Prarie, 15th, Florida, 29 days from Ken
nebunk ; America, 29, from N. York.
A large hermaphrodite rigged, eastern built brig,
was just above the Balize, 16th.
At Amsterdam, Nov. 10, Victory, Lindsay, Boston.
The American squadron, fr. Gibraltar, were passed,
Nov. 15, just above Malaga.
New Orleans, Dec. 6.—Cid. Union, Smith, Liv
erpool.
Dee. 10—In Port, Volant, Stone, Alvarado, soon ;
Frances Augusta, New-York, unc.
New-York, Dec. 27.—Ar. brig Favorite, Pennell,
Rio Grande, 48.—-eld. sch. Robt. Y. Hayne, Wells,
ANTED immediately by the subscriber in pay
Jacquemel.
ment for papers, a barrow PIG, weighing
Dec. 30.—Cleared, Vineyard, Ward, Balt.—Adv.
from forty to sixty pounds, of a thrifty growing breed.
Maine, Smith, Norfolk, 31st, weather, &c permitting.
JAMES K. REMICH.
Dec. 31 8c Jan. 1,—Ar. brig Sea Island, Atwood,
Kennebunk, Dec. 30, 1825.
Of Boston 40 days from Marseilles, and 40 from Gib
raltar. Left at Gibraltar, ships Paragon, of Boston,
from Liverpool ; Delos, Kennebunk.
Also, sch. Centurian, Brightman, of Troy, Mass.
74 days from Demarara Left, Dec. 7, brig Harriet,
HE subscriber wishes to purchase a quantity of
Smith, Wells, for N. London, unc.
PORK, consisting of Hogs weighing from two
A piratical sloop was reported to be off Potto Rico ;
and a half to four hundred weight each ; for which
a Br. and two Danish men of war had been in search cash and a fair price will be paid at the PROVISION
of her. but had returned without finding her.
STORE, Kennebunk«
Spoken, Dec. 13, lat. 24» 16, Ion. 58, Beaver, from
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT,
this port.
Dec. 28,1825,

Pig Wanted.

W

Pork Wanted.

T

I-

At a Court of Probate holders at Alfred, withiii andfor
the County of York, on the twenty-sixth day of De
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
the non-resident proprietors of lands
and oti
¿s,
real estate in the town of Sliapleigh,
F’ ‘“
’ '.““
' Moti»
twenty five.
C J1
OTICE
is
hereby
given
to
the
heirs
of
the
estate
’
THE HERMIT.
N the petition of Hannah H. Foss, administra of York, and State of Maine, that
it tue following J
11 of JOHN WINN, late of Weils, in the coup«
trix of the estate of Levi D. Foss, late of Hol state is taxed in the bills committed to me to cq1l
BY DR. BEATTIE.
ty of York, Yeoman, deceased, and all others concern
for the year 1824, in the sum-s following, -lis, in said County, Tanner, deceased, representing
viz. ei
At the close of the day when the hamlet was still, ed— That Isaac Winn has presented to me the sub that the personal estate of said deceased is not suffis*
scriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within and for cient to pay the just debts, which he owed at the time
And mortals the sweets of forgetfulness prove ;
Voift X-V
s*
When naught but the torrent was heard on the hill, said county, an instrument purporting to be the last of his death by the sum of eleven hundred twentywill
and
testament
of
said
John
Winn
;
and
that
the
And naught but the nightingale’s song in the grove —
nine dollars and ninety nine cents ; and praying for a
fourth Monday 6f January next, is assigned to take license to sell and convey so much of the real estate of
’Twas then, by the cave of the mountain reclin’d,
the
Probate
thereof,
at
a
Probate
Court
then
to
be
A Hermit his nightly complaint thus began ;
said deceased as may be necessary for the payment of
O wner unknown,
17 5 150
Though mournful his numbers his soul was resign’d ; held at Kennebunk, in said County, when and where said debts and incidental charges.
they
may
be
present
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
He thought as a sage, though he felt as a man.
ORDERED, That the petitioner give notice there Supposed owner in Linscott’s
why the same should not be proved, approved and of to the heirs of said deceased and to all persons in
Mills so called, John Paul
Ah ! why thus abandon’d to darkness and woe, allowed as the last will and testament of said deceased. terested in said estate, by causing a copy of this order
of Sanford, one twenty
Given.under my hand at Limerick, this' thirty-first to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette printed in
Condìtirions
Why thus, lonely Philomel, flows thy sad strain ?
fourth part.
337 }100
day of October, in the year of our Lord eighteen Kennebunk, in said County, three weeks successively,
For spring shall return and a lover bestow,
And
unless
said
taxes
and
all
„
-------------.. ... necessary char
course 0 ¿lie fir
hundred and twenty-five.
And thy bosom no trace of misfortune retain,
VI after tije eXf
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at are paid to me on or before Saturday the fourteenth
JONAS CLARK.
Yet if pity inspires thee, O cease not thy lay ’
Kennebunk, in said county, on the fourth. Monday of day of January A. D. 1826, so much of said real /
/iscóntiilìied M
Dec.
ar.
Mourn, sweetest companion; man calls thee to mourn ;
January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and tate will then be sold at Public Vendue, at the st *
O sooth him whose pleasures, like thine pass away !
of
Major
Aaron
Hubbard,
in
said
Shapleigh,
at
to
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate petition should not be granted.
Full quickly they pass-—but they never return 1
of the clock in the afternoon, as will pay and
charge the same.
of ENOCH COUSENS, late of Wells, in the
JONAS
CLARK,
Judge
of
said
Court.
“ Now gliding remote on the verge of the sky,
county of York, Yeoman, deceased, and all othersCopy—Attest,
LUTHER GOD I NG, Collects
The moon half extinct, a dim crescent displays;
December 12,1825.
concerned —That Catharine Cousens has present
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
It has?Acen s
But lately I mark’d, when majestic on high
ed to me the subscriber, Judge of the Court of Pro
Dec. ¿I.
She shone, and the planets were lost in her blaze ;
bate, within and for said county, an instrument pur
OTr
has extyfceded
Roh on then, fair orb, and with gladness pursue
porting to be the last will and testament of said Enoch
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Alfred,
within
and
for
precedi' g. R
The path that conducts thee to splendor again ;
Cousens, and that the fourth Monday of January next,
fethe.
the county oj York, on the twe; f sixth day of De
year siteBut man’s faded glory no change shall renew ;
is assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a Probate
the
ex^irtatw
cember
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
Ah, fool ! to exult in a glory so vain ?
Court then to be held at Kennebunk, in said Connty,
ed an ttioun
moun
twenty five.
wheri and where they maybe present and shew cause,
AVE just received and offer for sale on the nJ
“ Th night and the landscape is lovely no more:
OHN A. BURLEIGH, Executor of the last will
This
if any they have, whv the same should not be proved,
back a] 31803,
reasonable terms, a handsome addition to thl
I mourn, but, ye woodlands, I mourn not for you ;
and testament of Alexander McGeoch late of
approved and allowed as the last will and testament
former stock of seasonable Goods of the mest 3Its beidif true
Fur morn is approaching your charms to restore,
South
Berwick,
in
said
County,
deceased,
having
pre

of said deceased.
ionable patterns, viz.
Perfum’d with fresh fragrance, and glittering with
This
Given under my hand at YorK, this twenty-eighth sented his first account of administration of the estate Shaded and fig’d Gros de Naples Silks,
sumptffiof
t
of
said
deceased
for
allowance.
/
sumptiO
dew.
day
of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen
less ofiitheir
Black, Strip’d and Plaid Sarsnetts, blk, Sinchaws ■
Nor yet for the ravage of winter I mourn ;
ORDERED,
That
the
said
Executor
give
notice
to
hundred and twenty-five.
asstirar ?*:e“ of
Kind nature the embryo blossom shall save ;
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order Blue, white and green Florence, bik and white ¿L
JONAS CLARK.
branch !fc
j the
But when shall spring visit the mouldering urn ?
to be published three weeks successively in the Ken A great variety of dark and light Prints,
Dec. 31.
sidered Is ma
O when shall it dawn on the night of the grave."’
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Black and col’d wide and narrow Silk Bombazine
I
in the Jatiop
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, Nankin, Canton, French and Norwich
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate in said county, on the fourth Monday of January Flag and Bandanna, Silk and Cotton Hdkfsnection ite bell
THE NEW YEAR,
of JAMES PERKINS, late of Kennebunk-Port, next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew A great variety of Plushes and Silk Velvets»
agemeif’. and
in the county of York, gentleman, deceased, and cause,
all
Another year has wing’d his airy flight,
the wt'ilth,
if any they have, why the same should not be White and col’d Cambrick’s and Camb ch Muriins
others concerned—That Joshua Perkins, and allowed.
Still wrapt the future in mysterious night;
country Th
Swiss, Leno, B)ok and Lace fig’d and Piaui
Tristram Perkins have presented to me the sub
An eager haste we feel ;
overloc■oj. wh!
Thread, Bobrnett and Cotton Laces,
JONAS CLARK Judge.
We long, we hope, and e'en swift time seems slow, scriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within and
their ajq Heult
Elegant Garniture Ribbons,
A copy Attest-GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
for said county, an instrument purporting to be the<
Inquiring ask, white yet we would not know
point 0 pros
Norwich, Tartan and Caroline Plaids,
Dec. 31.
last will and testament of said James Perkins, and thatWhat may this year reveal 1
Bombazines and Bombazettes, Blankets, Flannels, I
rious d maní
the fourth Monday of January next, is assigned to
tomme?ce, v
Bookings,
&c.
&c.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Alfred,
within
and
for
A year may bring the wounded mind repose,
take the Piobate thereof, at a Probate Court then to
of activity, <
A
good
assortment
of
Broadcloths,
Cassimeres,
the
County
of
Tot
k
r
on
the
twenty
sixth
day
of
De

Overwhelm the h&ppy with unnumbered woes;
be held at Kennebunk, in said County, when and
with tl aids
Kerseys,
Sarinetts,
Duffels,
Camblets,
Queens
Clak
cember
tn
the
year
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
May ease the captive’s doom :
where they may be present and shew cause, if any
export rade
Coatings,
Pehse
Flannels,
Forest
Cloths,
&c.
twenty five.
A fleeting year, ere it is pas? and gone,
they have why the same should not be proved, ap
fied in à obj<
Together
with
a
general
assortment
of
UDITH FERNALD. Administratrix of the estate
May add fresh beauty to the form of one,
proved and allowed as the last will and testament of
yieldin id the I
of Tristram Fernaid, late of Waterborough, in
Decay another’s bloom.
said deceased.
ties whfeh cc
said
county,
deceased,
having
presented
her
second
Given under my hand at York, this twenty-eighth
the ref p ieme
handsome assortment of
account
of
administration
of
the
estate
of
said
deceas

day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen
the enf irpri;
ed
for
allowance.
hundred and twenty-five.
unrivaped e<
ORDERED, That the said Administratrix give no
exclusive rie
JONAS CLARK.
.....
ALSO
......
tice
to
all
person?
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
HE Copartnership heretofore existing under the
Dec. 31.
etgetic lexer
A general assortment of
order to be published three weeks successively in the
firm of
compe Jition
FVT OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
from 1 le al
-L* of MARY CLARK, late of Weils, in the may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Kenne
h^nd 01 govt
’is by mutual consent dissolved ; all persons indebted county of York, widow, deceased, and all others con bunk, in said county, on the fourth Monday of Janua
• labor ( ■ the »
to said firm are requested to make payment to John cerned—That Jonathan Clark, has presented to. ry next, at ten of the cldtk in the forenoon, and shew
hold tl i ma
Vinegar of the first quality.
Frost, who is duly authorized to receive the same.
me the subscriber, Judge of-the Court of Probate, cause, if any they have, why the same should not be Cider
first ti t ie a[
Dec.
io.
allowed.
The business in future will be conducted under the within and for said county, an instrument purporting
root, [t is
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Sod of
: to be the last will and testament of said Mary Clark
seasotiople i
A copy Attest—GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
and that the fourth Monday of January next, is as
fertility of
Dec. 31.
signed to take the Probate thereof, at a Probate Court
accidei' t. ]
OR sale by the subscriber, a fine 'ORGAN, suit/
at the New Store adjoining the Old Brick ; where then to be held at Kennebunk, in said c&aoty, when
on then«arge
and where they may be present and shew cause, if
able for a common sized etWcb,
by
ernmc tt|t d<
will be found a good assortment of
■any they have, why the same should not be proved,
Alley. This Organ has two pair of Bellows, has destiti ve
t of
approved and allowed as the last will arid testament
Mahogany case shewing thirty gilt show pipes it
obstac.ffiS of
of said deceased.
. ’tfisdorfof1
HE Copartnership heretofore existing between front, has the stopt Diapason in two parts, openDiad
Given under my hand at York, this twenty-eighth
pason, Principal, Fifteenth, Twelfth, Dulciana, and J
and rt rjowi
the subscribers under the firm of
day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen
Flagelett, with pedal to take off the open Diapason/
a couif :rv r
THOMAS WENTWORTH8> Co. Principal, Twelfth and Fifteenth &c. This OrgarJ
hundred and twenty five.
the beirfefici
was dissolved on the 20th inst. by mutual consent.— for its size is of great power, and said by good judged
ob viot ot res
JONAS CLARK.
Dec. 31.
AU persons having unsettled accounts with said Firm, to be of superior tone and workmanship ;St can bq
ever r ady
are requested to call and settle.
urged ?bn I
completed in two or three weeks. The pipes ard
SAMUEL WENTWORTH,
numb' bi' am
made of wood and composition of Jead and tin. Iiil
Io the honourable Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate
ANDREW GOODWIN,
ants; :o h<
being so much too large for a dwelling house, the
wi ich will be sold good bargains for Cash or country
within and for the County of York.
THOMAS WENTWORTH. subscriber would sell it very cheap it being of little or
every •moc
prod uce. WANTED,
£
UMBLY shews John A. Drew, that Elijah D.
South Berwick, Dec. 21, 1825.
and ii luce
no use to him. The Organ may be seen at any tins
Gordon, late of Biddeford, yeoman, has died
FLAXSEED,
The business will be continued as usual by THOM at the shop of Mr. Alley, at Kennebunk Landing. |
ends ( 'leg
intestate, leaving real and personal estate, and unmar
BARLEY,
a counjry;
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
ried, and that Jabez Gordon i? his father and heir at AS WENTWORTH, at the old stand
THOMAS WENTWORTH.
chan i< i|l
i ’ ai
Kennebunk, Dee. 6,1825.
WHITE BEANS,
law to said estate, and that said Jabez relinquishes his
feringiithei
right to administer on said estate ; Your petitioner
CORN, &c.
hidde e, lì
therefore prays that administration on said deceased’s
Kennebunk, Dec. 30, 1825.
and td em
estate may be granted him.
the giriate
JOHN A. DREW.
HAS JUST RECEIVED
the di rersi
ASH and the highest price given for HIDES
HE MAINE CIVIL OFFICER, or the Powers
o£ m uh, !
At-a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within and
and SKINS by AARON GREEN, at his tan
and duties of Sheriffs, Coroners, Constables,
shade i of
for the county of York on the twenty-sixth day ofDe
"p^EPPER. SAUCE of the first quality, in large
and Collectors of Taxes; with an Appendix, con yard in Kennebunk-port, or at JOHN EMBRY’S, is in rupth<
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and taining the necessary forms and an abridgement of the at Kennebunk landing.
bottles, just received from Berbice.
count
twenty five.
Nov. 19, 1825.
law relative to the Duties of Civil Officers.
Baker’s No. I CHOCOLATE—warranted.
tiply
TTPON
the
foregoing
petition,
Ordered
—
That
the
ALSO,
inbue at mí
Sperm OIL, expressed from head matter that
petitioner give notice to all persons interested,
lastin ¿str
Laws of Maine, Maine Justice,
will not congeal in the coldest, weather.
by causing a copy of said petition with this order
Town Officer, Clerk’s Magazine.
of na tons
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in
are n ■t tc
LIKEWISE,
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
ted, y ttb
An extensive assortment of SCHOOL BOOKS and
all for sale cheap by
J. LILI/IE.
County, that they may appear at a Piobate Court STATIONARY, ail of which will be sold at low
S the year i825 is about at a close, the Subscriber
exterfive
Dec. 17.
to be held at said Kennebunk, on the fourth Monday prices.
requests all persons having any demands against
train
of January next, and shew cause if any they have, why
him
to
present
the
same
for
payment,
and
all
persons
Dec. 23.
nations in
the prayer of the petition should not be granted.
that are indebted to the Subscriber are requested to call
to be emfc
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
and settle according to previous agreement; those
to be of pc
A true copy of the petition and order of Court thereon.
persons that have neglected to settle month after
der tí ie p
Attest.—GEO. THACHER, Reg r.
month, and year after year,, after the time that they
exteCal
Dec.
3T.
■%?J7"ANTED 200 Bushels oFgood Barley, for
agreed to pay, I hope will not feel angry, or cast any
200 Bushels CORN ;
Bria fl
*’
which a fair price will be given if offered
reflections on any except themselves, if they find their
see rring
lOO
Do. RYE;
accounts or notes left with an Attorney for collection
in a few weeks.
the ute
Vt a. Court of Prooate bolden at Alfred, within andfor
lOO
which they will be, if not prevented by immediate
Do. OATS ;
D. WISE, Jun. Co.
in til ; a'
the County of York, on the twenty-sixth day of De
settlement.
our riere
■
Dee. 17, 1825.
Do.
WHITE BEANS;
cember in the year ofour Lord eighteen hundred and
RALPH CURTIS.
h abiti > fc
twenty five.
By F. A. LORD.
Dec. 24.
duetti, 1
Dec. 23.
/AN the petition of Charles Nesbit, AdminisN. B. The subscriber continues to give at his small
whewive
tratorofthe estate of Nathaniel Downs, late of
and old establishment, and will give as high a price for
■ ing sute
Berwick, in said County, yeoman, deceased, represent
good HEMLOCK BARK, as any tanners in the
the r er<
ing that the personal estate of said deceased is not suffineighboring towns, let them be big or little, large or
pottrisii
ÎÏ1OR Shipping FURS, by
cien} to pay the just debts, which he owed at the time
small, old or new.
consimp
1
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
of hrs death by the sum of one hundred eighteen dol
at h|ne(
Dec. 17.
lars and twenty-two cents ; and praying for a license
sumftioi
to sell and convey so much of the real estate of said "TTAS removed to the store lately occupied by Danand his
deceased as may be necessary for the payment of said JLJL ihl Wise, Jr. & Co.—And offers for sale & TT AS taken into copartnership Robert Smite,
ufachre
debts and incidental charges.
general assortment of
J8.X Jr—Business Will in future be transacted
is thjn t
ORDERED, That the petitioner give notice there
is thi1 OT
under the firm of
of to the heirs of said deceased and to all persons in
versal,
ASH and the highest price, given for HEM terested in said estate, by causing a copy of this order
peope.
LOCK and OAK BARK, by
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in of all descriptions.
dant
ibir
, ,
AARON GREENE.
Dec.
23.
T & S. have for sale a general assortment o£
Kennebunk, in said County, three weeks successively,
tions ’ijOf
Kennebunk-Port, Dec. 10, 1825.
tF
chat they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
trac ¿th
Kennebunk, in said County, on the fourth Monday of
any th<
January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
nnm ro
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
Constantly on hand, for sale at
the 1st
petition should not be granted.
they :ihi
:|
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
at
fair
prices
for
Cash,
Ship
Timber,
Plank,
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
Dec. 10.
sure io
&c.
Copy,Attest-GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
own
FFERS for sale, one bale prime BUFFALO
Dec. 31.
Kennebunk Landing, Dec. 12, 1825.
surf
SKINS ; coloured Fur Hare and Seal Caps for
find
$ash.
All persons indebted to James Titcomb, whose
A good assortment of Justice Blanks AX/ ANTED a few hundred bushels OATS by
the
Cash given for shipping and Hatting FURS.
notes and accounts have become duefare request
and
10ec. scar
for Sale at this Office.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
ed to make payment.
wan
Dec. 17.
Dec. 13/1825»

Notice is hereby Given
TO

“ *

PROBATE NOTICES.

O

ntw

N

New Goods.

L0KD

|

H

J

N

J

Domestic Goods.

Notice.

Crockery and Glass Ware.

T

Daniel Wise, Jr. & Co.

Daniel Wise

fl. /. Goods ty Groceries«

ORGAN.

(Jo.

Ño tice

European, India, W. I.
and Domestic

F

T

Crockery and Glass Ware.
Hollow Ware, ^*c.

H

SUNDRIES.

Barnes K. Remich,

Hides and Skins Wanted

T

C

Notice

Paints and Medicine,

A

BAKLET

Wanted.

Cash Oiven

REMOVAL

JAMES TITCOMB,

Bark Wanted

C

Buffalo’s <fc Caps.

O

GOODS,

Warren’s Blacking,

©ATS.

English and IV. India

GOODS,

